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Dear Brother rlarris:
I am enclosing herewith a copy of a book review
which I did and had reproduced in the Mialing and
Duplicating Department at 'r aylor University. Please
examine the work, overlook the fact that it was not
submitted to me for proofreading, and see if you
think this sort of reproduction would have an appeal
for the WTS papers. I hardly know myself, but this is
quite attractively done and very legible. Of course we
could have a different kind of cover on it if we liked.
Peisker is investigating the cost of printing
at the Pilgrim Publishing House, but so far I have
now word from him.
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Dr. Ralph Thompson writes me that these is available $ $187.98 for the reproduction of these papers.
Of course the estimate for 500 copies which you sent
to me from the Morris Printing Company is ~ 360.00.This
approximately aBe-aa~f double the amount of money that
is available for such a job. Thompson says not to figure
on any more than t .he above amount.
I could get this reproduction job done at Taylor
University for approximately $100.00 for 300 copies.If
we wanted 450 copies it would be approximately ~ 150.00.
The masters will do only about 150 copies each, and so
above that number they have to make new masters and
this j.ust doubles the cost/ They might do it duning
the Christmas vacation-that is during December 15January 31 if we had the materials to them. However,
I do not know that this would be what the men would
want. Whatever is done will have to be within the amount
of money that is available, and I do not believe that
anyone will print it for the money we have available.
What do you think?
The papers are now in the hands of Dayton and
Peisker for reading, except Geiger's . I have written
him for his, but so far I have had no response. He
may come through pr·esently. The men are finding the
papers in good shape. It seems that it would be the
responsibility of the editorial committee to determin
which papers should be published, as such is generally
the function and responsibility of such a committee.
The men seem to think that all the papers submitted
are worthy of publication. Of course this does not include Earle's and Taylors, as they have been published.
Your need not return this review. Please. give m e u
your advice in the above matters.
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Sincerely in Him,
,J.
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